Reflections on “YouTestTube.com”: An Online Video-Sharing Platform To Engage Students with Chemistry Laboratory Classes
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the construction and development of YouTestTube.com, a YouTube clone website to facilitate video-sharing, social networking, and reflections of chemistry laboratory classes for year one students within the School of Biomedical Sciences at Ulster University. The practice was first introduced in the 2008/09 academic year and has developed until the present time. We reflect on our findings with regard to the production and sharing of short student-generated video documentaries on laboratory experiments, and attendant social networking. We found that students enjoyed the process of viewing, rating, and commenting upon colleagues’ videos but that social networking did not happen spontaneously or organically. Students did find that learning and networking happened effectively when working in small groups to produce the final version of the video. The use of some of the videos as peer-generated learning objects was reported to be useful in helping engage year one, semester one students in their early days in tertiary education.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of video in the educational context continues apace.1 Professionally produced video is commonly used as an aid to teach specific topics and is exemplified in such websites as the Journal of Visualized Experiments2 and DNATube.3

In a study conducted by Choi and Johnson,4 the authors found a significant difference in learners’ motivation in terms of attention between video-based instruction and traditional text-based instruction and found video-delivered material much more memorable. As implied in constructivist theories of learning which contend that learners generate knowledge and understanding from interactions between their experiences and facts presented on a particular topic, technology such as video provides opportunities for students to engage in productive learning activities.5 Hilton studied two groups of students conducting a science investigation where one group recorded their findings using a written text (posters) and the other produced videos. Quantitative results revealed greater learning gains for the video producers.6 Other studies have described how video may help prompt reflection of teaching practice7 while a project on the role of live video capture on the development of student communication skills noted that the process contributed to self and peer reflection.8 Berk has reviewed the use of multimedia teaching with video clips and argues that the literature to date reveals that auditory/verbal and visual/pictorial stimuli increase students’ memory, comprehension, and deeper learning of a topic than when either stimulus is used by itself.9

While video generated by professionals, academics, or students is often hosted on the closed environment of the institutional virtual learning environment (VLE), the phenomenon of video-sharing on sites such as YouTube and Vimeo offers significant potential for educational purposes.10,11 However, cultural differences and the roles of teachers and learners often contribute to a variance in the use of YouTube in different learning contexts.12

Smith has shown that video sites such as YouTube can be used to deliver educational resources to students, but may also facilitate students as producers in uploading their own video and in turn helping foster an online chemistry community.13 A similar approach has been described by Ryan who used YouTube to host student-generated video and discovered that overall the process engendered a high level of engagement from the student cohort.14 Willmott has used student-generated...
video in the teaching of bioethics and contends that such an approach provides a means of authentic assessment where learning is assessed through "real world" tasks.15

While YouTube and Vimeo are among the most popular video-sharing sites, solutions exist which allow for the creation of video-sharing websites or "YouTube clone" sites which have all the benefits of a video-sharing platform, but in a manner where the site is hosted locally and authentication of students enrolling can take place in a controlled manner. Software solutions include Vidiscript16 and phpMotion,17 or Kaltura18 which is available as a building block for the VLE platform Blackboard.

■ CONTEXT OF THE CURRENT PRACTICE

Students undertaking degrees in the biosciences at Ulster University must have a fundamental understanding of chemistry as this is foundational to other applied topics in subjects such as biomedical science, dietetics, food and nutrition, human nutrition, and biology. Students entering such courses sometimes have little chemistry background and for some the teaching laboratory can be a daunting experience. In these circumstances the constructivist argument for learning has weight as students incrementally and experientially build upon theory delivered in lectures combined with practical application in the laboratory, within a 12 week period. Instructional video is often used to complement traditional lecture or tutorial material, and to explain practical protocols in the laboratory context.

We have introduced a number of measures to support students in their learning of chemistry in higher education, particularly in their first year of study.19 Further reflection on our practice led to a deeper consideration of year one chemistry practical classes. We saw these as an opportunity to enhance inclusivity and contribute to students building friendship networks and subsequently supporting their peers during semester one, particularly in a year one class with an average enrolment of around 150. This development was timely in the semester one, particularly in a year one class with an average enrolment of around 150. This development was timely in the year one group with a broad range of educational backgrounds.20−22 We saw video production and sharing as a means to increase the learning value of time-intensive resource-expensive laboratory teaching sessions while contributing to the development of students' digital skills.

The specific evaluative questions for the YouTestTube project were the following: (1) Does student-generated video production and sharing enhance opportunities for active learning during and after practical classes, thereby prompting better engagement with practical work and how it relates to lectures and fits with the course content as a whole? (2) Can an in-house YouTube-clone website facilitate video-sharing and social networking thereby helping to engender friendship networks in a large (n ~ 150) first year group with a broad range of educational backgrounds? (3) Does such an approach provide students with opportunities to develop digital video production skills, and produce reusable learning objects that could benefit their peers or other groups of students?

■ DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The project was run in the semester one year one module BMS105 Chemistry in Practice taken by students enrolled in bioscience courses within the School of Biomedical Sciences at Ulster University. The average enrolment for this module in the years 2008/09 to 2014/15 was 149.

Creation of the YouTestTube Site

The project was first piloted in the 2008/09 academic year and has operated in every year since that time. A number of incremental adjustments have been made to the organization of the project, and the most current iteration is described here. An in-house video-sharing website, YouTestTube.com, was built using open source Vidiscript software.16 This platform allows for the uploading and sharing of videos in a manner similar to the Internet video-sharing website YouTube.24 The expertise of a computing officer was required for the configuration of the website initially on an in-house Web server, but the general administration of the site may be achieved using web forms and intuitive commands to manage media and users. Staff time is required to ensure that students are enrolled correctly on the site, and to allocate cameras to groups of students during the practical session itself; however, neither task has proved onerous. A screenshot of the website is shown in Figure 1.

Student-Facing Activity

At the start of semester students are introduced to the YouTestTube.com website and briefed on the task they will complete. A bank of “frequently asked questions” (FAQs) has accumulated over the years of the project and serves to provide clarity to students on the task to be performed. This list is provided as associated content for others interested in replicating the project in their own practice. Students register on the site with their Ulster University e-mail address (for authentication purposes) and then join the chemistry practical group before they can view or submit videos. This process provides the group with the reassurance that only the students on the module and the module teaching team have access to the site and the media from their group in particular. The site is not publicly available to other users. Three video cameras were available and were provided to three groups of students (each comprising three or four students) for each practical session. However, students were also encouraged to use their own equipment (cameras, mobile phones) to capture video, if they wished to do so, and this was the preferred option in the majority of cases. Access to recording equipment was rarely an issue. The video was recorded during the laboratory session, paying attention to key observations from the experiments.
conducted, difficulties encountered, and conclusions drawn. Students were also asked to reflect on how the skills gained in the underlying aspects of chemistry fit into their overall program of study. To assist with this, a series of “reflective prompts” of things that should be covered in the video was provided to students and is presented here. This list of prompts is also included in the Supporting Information.

- What is this practical all about?
- What skills have I learned?
- How does this practical tie-in with the lectures?
- How will this be important for other parts of my course?
- What parts of the practical were difficult?
- What was most/least enjoyable about the practical?
- If someone else was about to conduct this experiment again, what advice (about the practical) would I give them?

In the academic years 2008/09 to 2011/12 the footage captured by students was uploaded directly to YouTestTube by the academic in charge of the practical session. This process was cumbersome and time-consuming for the staff member and gave students little ownership in the editing of their video. From the 2012/13 academic year onward students leave the laboratory with their captured footage or images and then spend some time as a small team producing and uploading the final video to the YouTestTube.com site. This gives students the opportunity to take ownership of their video submission and clearly defines their role as producers of edited digital content. In fact, students were encouraged to be creative in how they presented the final video, and so no specific format was suggested to them, though exemplars from previous years were shown to the group. This provided reassurance to some students who felt uncomfortable about appearing on camera and instead opted to produce an animated video or use still pictures overlaid with captions or verbal narration.

Supporting Students in Creating Digital Video

To support students in the production of a digital video, a tutorial was offered to the module group explaining the basics of using the video editing package Windows Live Movie Maker, which was available on all student computers at Ulster University. Further instruction was provided on uploading the final video to the YouTestTube site. Some students chose to post the video to their own YouTube channel initially and then embed it into the YouTestTube site; instruction was provided on how to do this.

Assessment of Student Activity

Students were asked to view, rate, and comment on their colleagues’ videos as they appeared on the YouTestTube site during the course of the module. Prizes were also given at the end of semester for the most highly rated and most popular videos, to emphasize the “fun” element of the project.

At the end of each semester an online questionnaire was used to determine each student’s individual level of engagement with the YouTestTube project and their own reported learning gains as a result of being involved in it.

Evaluation of the Project

Since its inception, the format of the activity underwent incremental change, and in the 2012/13 academic year, students (n = 154) were given the opportunity to edit their own material before uploading the final submission to the YouTestTube site. This process continues to the present time. Evaluation of student uptake and perception of the project in its current format was undertaken using the following approach: (1) a questionnaire at the start of the semester to gauge students’ prior use of video and their initial impressions of the project, (2) a questionnaire administered toward the end of the semester to evaluate student opinion on the use of video in practical classes (students were advised that the surveys were anonymous and that their participation was voluntary), and (3) interviews with three students on their experiences of being involved in the YouTestTube activity after the module had ended.

In general our evaluation is around students’ perceptions of the YouTestTube project and their own reported learning gains as a result of being involved in it.

Ethical Approval

The School of Biomedical Sciences Ethics Filter Committee at Ulster University classified this project as service evaluation, and therefore, ethical approval was not required.

Preproject Questionnaire

A total of 128 students of the 154 enrolled on the module took part in the preproject questionnaire. The questions were designed to gauge students’ previous use of video in learning and their initial impression of the task they would undertake. In all, 115 out of 127 students (91%, one student did not respond) had never made a video as part of their learning experience prior to coming to university. While 86% of students were familiar with using a video camera, some 66% were not familiar with editing video. However, 70% had uploaded video to popular social media and networking sites such as YouTube and Facebook. This confirmed that, in the main, students would be able to cope with the technical demands of the project. When informed about the proposed video activity, 99/128 students (77%) said they were nervous or apprehensive about making a video and sharing it with the group. This transpired in talking to students that there was reluctance on the part of some to appear in the video, though this concern
was remedied by reassurance that a “personal appearance” was not a requirement.

With regard to learning 112/128 (88%) students agreed that video is a useful tool for learning about the practical techniques in science subjects, but a slightly lower number (101/128, 79%) thought that watching videos made by their peers would be an effective means of learning. A high proportion (87%) agreed that making a video would help them think more about the processes of the experiment and the associated theory. Around 71% of students felt that viewing, rating, and commenting on videos would be an effective means of getting to know people on the module.

---

Figure 2. “Student satisfaction” responses to technical aspects of the YouTestTube.com (YTT) project. Total number of respondents = 98; 2012/13 academic year.

Figure 3. Student responses relating to gains with regard to skills and learning on the YouTestTube.com (YTT) project. Total number of respondents = 98 2012/13 academic year.
A smaller number of students (n = 98) took part in the postactivity questionnaire. In general, a high percentage of students were satisfied with the technical aspects of the YouTestTube project in their studies (see Figure 2). Students felt confident in using the video equipment and also the laboratory apparatus used as part of the practical.

A majority of students (62%) enjoyed the process of creating and editing video and felt they had developed new skills as a result (see Figure 3). A majority (72%) also agreed that participation in the video project helped them make...
connections between the theoretical aspects of the course and the practical work in the laboratory context. Fewer (58%) students agreed that the project helped them to learn from the comments of others. This is not surprising as the majority of comments posted by students tended to be social in nature and did not discuss specifically the scientific content of the video. Some students commented on the technical or production aspects of the video, but rarely the scientific content was challenged or discussed.

Learning gains are outlined in the initial part of Figure 4 which shows that the project was successful in helping students: (1) reflect on aspects of their course, (2) improve understanding of course material, and (3) increase confidence in putting forward views regarding student work (see Figure 5), albeit in a social context as highlighted above. Students were less convinced that the process helped them make friends or get to know others. They were also less convinced that discussion about learning materials between students was enhanced due to participation with the YouTestTube.com site (see Figure 5).

Figure 4 also demonstrates that watching videos made by their colleagues in the same or previous year groups benefited students in learning about laboratory techniques. Students claim that they interacted more on this module compared to other modules taken in the same semester and that the use of YouTestTube helped them learn more about the module content.

The results presented here show that while a majority of students comment positively on YouTestTube, even thinking it a good idea that the activity is assessed (Figure 4), there is a significant number of students who do not find the activity useful and only 41% of students said they would like to use YouTestTube again. Some students felt that making a video was not relevant to a science degree, and in response to this we have sought to articulate the benefits of such a venture in enhancing digital and communication skills.

In a free-response section of the questionnaire students were asked to provide comments on what they considered to be the positive and negative aspects of the YouTestTube experience. Some representative comments are provided below.

**Positive.** “A very different aspect of presenting work.”
“Being able to watch a video of practicals before completing them—allowed me to be better prepared.”
“Provides a visual example of how to perform a specific experiment.”
“Learning how to create, then edit and upload a video, something I would otherwise not know how to do.”

**Negative.** “Time consuming”
“Nervous about working in front of a camera.”
“To get shots for the video was an extra stress during the experiment.”
“Not very social—more of a chore than a pleasure.”

**Postproject Interviews**

In postevaluation interviews with the module leader, students \((n = 3)\) noted that the greatest gains for learning chemistry via YouTestTube occurred when they had to revisit the practical afterward and consider how they might “storyboard” the video and explain the practical effectively to colleagues. They commented that the video activity had helped them to get to know colleagues better within the small practical group, rather than the module group *per se*. One student noted that because social networking was part of the criteria for the activity, they took part because they had to and did not really bond well with others outside the confines of their individual practical group. This accords with the questionnaire data that indicated students did not find YouTestTube helpful in making friends in the module or in having useful conversations about module material.

Some of the main challenges faced by students included the amount of time that is required during a normal practical session to capture video footage or photographs. Some students were using video editing tools for the first time, and this presented a challenge.

The process as evaluated in the 2012/13 academic year continues to the present time. However, since the 2014/15 academic year students were given an additional option of submitting short tutorial-type documentaries providing instruction on how to use individual pieces of laboratory equipment or apparatus, or performing calculations such as theoretical yield, instead of the usual video about the entire practical class. This gave students the opportunity to make a short instructional video that may be of use to new students in forthcoming years of the project.

**DISCUSSION**

The process of asking students to create, produce, and share digital video adds a further dimension to the learning experience not widely employed in the traditional higher educational context. It facilitates reflection by encouraging students to revisit their own and their colleagues’ mini-documentaries; however, as evidenced in our study, students view the process with varying degrees of enthusiasm. We contend that the use of video documentaries is valuable as students are compelled to express their findings and details of an experiment in an engaging manner, having to articulate concepts and practices in a way that can be readily communicated to peers and academic staff. While students see this as a time-consuming task, it adds value to their early tertiary education experience by providing new skills and an opportunity for teamwork. Our findings agree with work by Litchfield et al. that involving students in the production of digital video learning resources enhances experience in peer learning, teamwork and communication, understanding, and skills.26

In our study many students were happy to avail of the benefits afforded by viewing videos of practical experiments made by colleagues in previous years, and thereby having a preview of the practical to be undertaken. While there was a level of reluctance on the part of some to make a video, others reported that meeting as a small group to edit and produce the final video was where the main learning gains were achieved. In this setting they had to decide on a format and storyboard for the video, and this helped with the process of communicating findings in a clear and coherent manner.

Social networking on the YouTestTube site (making friends, rating and commenting on videos) was part of the assessed criteria, but students commented that they took part in this aspect only because they were asked to. Social networking on YouTestTube.com did not happen organically and certainly did not continue when the module ended. Students see social networking sites such as Facebook as their “social space”, and as reported by Madge et al., they believe such sites should be used primarily for social reasons and not for formal teaching purposes.27 We have shown that, by developing a platform quite separate from the accepted Facebook and Twitter sites, students were uneasy about posting negative comments on...
their colleagues’ work, and therefore, most comments were social and encouraging in nature. That said, the YouTestTube site has now grown into a large repository of student-generated videos that demonstrate the utility of social media to support and enhance the learning experience, even if social networking does not flourish there naturally.

**CONCLUSION**

While one of the themes of the project was to promote reflection around laboratory experience, only a small number of students cited this as a skill learned within the module. Additionally, the social networking aspect was not perceived as useful by many of the students in helping them to “make friends”. It was however realized that the project has many positive attributes such as social function at the microgroup level, engaged learning, and use of reflective practice to both inform current understanding and future work. The project also provided students with an opportunity to develop their digital skills in creating and sharing video learning materials that could be of benefit to future students on course of study. This in turn enhanced their experience of communicating scientific findings through social media.

A limitation of the project is that students self-reported their learning gains from using YouTestTube. Therefore, a more rigorous study of learning gain due to this activity could be a focus for the future, but is beyond the scope of the present study.

**Sustainability and Transferability**

Our practice has been fully embedded into the practical classes for the introductory chemistry module, and the process ran successfully for the academic years 2008/09 until the present (2015/16). Resource costs initially centered on the procurement of cameras and the configuration of the web server used to host videos; however, with the infrastructure in place the project operates efficiently from year to year. Costs associated with Web servers may be avoided by using online video-sharing sites such as YouTube, so long as all local regulations with regard to posting student material on third-party websites are adhered to.

While we retain a small stock of cameras, increasingly students have opted to use their own cameras or phones to capture video or still images. This has therefore reduced the resource implication for the project significantly. With mobile devices now ubiquitous within the student body in academia, user-owned devices represent a great potential in utilizing technology for learning. Additionally, students are generally au fait with their own mobile device and therefore do not require further training.

While the YouTestTube project was initially piloted in a science setting, the process could be readily transferred to other disciplines. Video-sharing on social media sites provides a collaborative environment which engenders peer learning and the sharing of resources. It could be effectively used in distance learning courses, for example, or for students on placement, and the social network function could allow for peer assessment of presentations or debates.
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